5204 CHELSEA STREET
LA JOLLA, CA 92037

$SOLD | 4+1 BEDS | 7.5 BATHROOMS | 2 CAR PARKING | 6733 SQUARE FEET
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View Online: http://5204chelsea.homeis4sale.com
For Instant Photos: Text 5708 To 415-877-1411
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Poised atop the Pacific in prestigious La Jolla, California, this
understated oceanfront estate awaits. The commanding ocean, San
Diego Coastline, and evening city light views are breathtaking.
Thoughtfully designed and strategically positioned - nearly every
room boasts panoramic ocean, city light, coastline or white water
views. Privately gated with over 6,733 sf of living space, this 4
bedroom and 7.5 bathroom estate graciously offers elevator access
to every floor in the home. Amenity-rich and ideally equipped for
entertaining, the estate features a: wood beamed formal entry,
living room, and dining room; an elegant wood paneled
library/study; as well as wet bar, expansive eat-in kitchen, bonus
room, family room, maid’s quarters, and perfect indoor-outdoor
flow.
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Outdoors, a blissful retreat with views and ocean breezes awaits
with: approx 90 ft of ocean frontage, expansive balcony large
enough for a cocktail party, pool and spa surrounded by large
patio, ki...
Oceanfront Home
Stunning Whitewater and Coastline
Views
Ocean Breezes
Fully Gated

Elevator Servicing All Levels
5 Fireplaces
Featured as Wall Street Journal's Open House

AGENT INFORMATION

ABOUT IRENE E.K. MCCANN

Irene E.K. McCann
P: (858) 232-7373
License # 01463496
irenemccann@gmail.com
www.adamslajolla.com

Poised atop the Pacific in prestigious La Jolla, California, this
understated oceanfront estate awaits. The commanding ocean,
San Diego Coastline, and evening city light views are
breathtaking.
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Thoughtfully designed and strategically positioned - nearly every
room boasts panoramic ocean, city light, coastline or white
water views. Privately gated with over 6,733 sf of living sp...

